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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Cini•Little International Inc. has been retained by Hanseatic Holdings Limited to outline the waste handling program
for a residential development in Mississauga located near northwest corner of Cawthra Road and Dundas Street
East. The development has two existing buildings in it and one new building is being proposed to be built on the
site known municipally as 600-620 Lolita Gardens in Mississauga. There is no commercial component in this
building.

This waste management report will deal mainly for the new Tower Building that is to be constructed. No changes
are intended for the waste handling system in the existing buildings except that the Designated Collection Point
at 600 Lolita Gardens will be removed due to the new building construction. All waste and recycling materials from
the existing 600 Lolita Gardens building will be moved over to the new Tower Building and will share the new
Designated Collection Point in the new Tower Building. The new Designated Collection Point has been sized to
accommodate the number of bins from both buildings.

The site is eligible to receive front-end waste collection and satisfies the requirements outlined in Sections 2.0
and 4.0 of the Waste Collection Design Standards Manual. The new Tower building will utilize 2.3 Cubic Meter
(3 Cubic Yard) bins for both recycling and garbage materials and only the garbage stream will be compacted.

The new residential building will consist of 270 residential units and will be known as the new Tower building. The
other two existing buildings of which one is located at 600 Lolita Gardens consists of 185 units and the other is
located at 620 Lolita Gardens consists of 223 units. The new Tower Building will be built with a single chute waste
system for garbage, recycling and organic materials that is connected to a tri-sorter materials diverter and with a
compactor for garbage only terminating in a room located on the Ground floor level of the new Tower building.
There will be one new Designated Collection Point for new the new Tower and 600 Lolita Gardens which will be
located on the south side of the new Tower Building with access through a private driveway and fire route to the
property. Property Management staff will bring the 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) garbage container bins up
from the Residential Garbage and Recycling Rooms from the new Tower and 600 Lolita Gardens Building and
take the garbage container bins out to the bin staging area adjacent to the Designated Collection Point and made
ready for pick-up by the Region of Peel. The residential 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) garbage container bins
and 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) commingled recycling container bins will be picked up at grade from the
Designated Collection Point by a front-loading bulk-lift vehicle belonging to the Region of Peel. Currently there is
no collection of organic materials for multi-unit dwellings by the Region of Peel. There is a provincial regulation
(through the Food and Organic Waste Framework) that will be mandating organic waste collection, however it
will likely be the property owner’s responsibility to facilitate such collection.

The existing 620 Lolita Gardens Building will utilize the existing Designated Collection Point located on east side
of the building.
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Based on our calculations, it is estimated that the three residential buildings will generate 217.94 Cubic Meters of
waste per week of which 67.12 Cubic Meters can be easily removed for recycling. Thus, a total of 150.82 Cubic
Meters of uncompacted waste will be generated and will need to be collected per week with a bulk-lift vehicle and
taken to the landfill site. The residential waste will be compacted into 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) garbage
container bins, which would be emptied using a bulk-lift front-load garbage collection vehicle belonging to the
Region of Peel. Recycling and organic materials are not compacted and are stored in similar 2.3 Cubic Meter (3
Cubic Yard) container bins and are emptied using a bulk-lift front-load vehicle belonging to the Region of Peel.
Using a typical compaction ratio of 3:1, this means that 50.27 Cubic Meters of compacted landfill waste generated
from residential units could be collected weekly and taken to the landfill site.

There is no commercial component in this building.

INTRODUCTION
The volumes and types of waste presented in this report are estimates based on our own experience and empirical
data as it pertains to residential developments.

The goals of the preferred waste-handling programme are to follow waste handling regulations and to minimize
the cost of handling the materials while addressing the problems of storing both recyclable and non-recyclable
waste material on site for pick-up. This report will act as a program outline with the understanding that a specific
detailed program may be refined by the Property Management Company of this complex.

This proposed new development will consist of one Designated Collection Point which will provide delivery and
pick-up access for new Tower and 600 Lolita Gardens in the development as well as for the pickup of solid waste
and recyclable materials. The new Designated Collection Point will be located on the south side of the new Tower
Building in the development. The 620 Lolita Gardens existing building will utilize the existing Designated Collection
Point located on north side of the building.

COMPONENTS
The development consists of two existing buildings and one proposed new building with 678 units in total:

•

▪

New Tower building: 25 Storeys and 270 units

▪

600 Lolita Gardens: 17 Storeys and 185 units

▪

620 Lolita Gardens: 21 Storeys and 223 units

The Residential Garbage and Recycling Room is located on the Ground Floor level of the Podium/

New Building.
•

A single chute system will be used in the new Tower building. The chute will be connected with a

tri-sorter materials diverter to sort the garbage, commingled recycling and organic materials from the
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residential waste stream and only the garbage stream will be compacted. The chute will terminate at
the Ground floor.
•

There are 881 parking spaces provided on four below grade levels.

•

There will be one new Designated Collection Point provided in the redevelopment for the new

Tower Building and for the existing 600 Lolita Gardens building. The existing Designated Collection
Point for the existing 600 Lolita Gardens building will be removed.
•

The existing Designated Collection Point for the 620 Lolita Gardens Building located on north side

of the existing building will be maintained.
•

Hanseatic Holdings Limited is required to submit a Materials Recovery and Waste Reduction Report

to the Region of Peel for site permit application.
•

The site will be designed to satisfy the Region of Peel requirements for waste pick up of garbage

and recycling materials for the residential component of the building.
•

Cini•Little International, Inc will prepare documents according to all regulatory requirements.
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GENERATION ESTIMATE
Table 1 illustrates the waste and Recyclable material generation estimates for the redevelopment. The estimates
are calculated in volumes shown as Cubic Meters per week. All calculations are shown uncompacted with the
exception of the last column, which shows the waste to landfill as compacted. These volumes, in conjunction with
the architectural plans, are used to determine the equipment, spaces and frequency of collection required to service
the building.

TABLE 1
WASTE GENERATION ESTIMATE
CUBIC METERS PER WEEK
"A"
DESCRIPTION

WASTE

"C"

TOTAL

TOTAL

UNITS

AREA

GENERATION WASTE CARDBOARD

IN SM

ESTIMATE CM
"A"

RESIDENTIAL
600 Lolita Gardens
620 Lolita Gardens
New Tower
Amenity Area
Sub Total
Parking Spaces
Total Residential

"B"

185
223
270
678
881

TOTAL

17,068.0
20,773.0
21,849.0
1,169.0
60,859.0

"D"

"E"

"F"

FOOD CORRUGATED GLASS NEWSPRINT REMOVABLE
CANS

"C"

"D"

"H"

TOTAL

COMPACTED

PAPER

RECYCLABLE

WASTE TO

AT 3:1

MATERIALS

LANDFILL

RATIO

"E"

"B"+"C"+"D"+"E"

"A"-"F"

"G"/3

PLASTIC
"B"

"G"

60,859.0

56.58 5.66
68.20 6.82
82.58 8.26
3.85 0.00
211.21 20.74
6.74 0.00
217.94 20.74

2.83
3.41
4.13
0.19
10.56
0.00
10.56

3.96
4.77
5.78
0.27
14.78
0.00
14.78

5.66
6.82
8.26
0.31
21.04
0.00
21.04

18.11
21.82
26.42
0.77
67.12
0.00
67.12

38.47
46.38
56.15
3.08
144.08
6.74
150.82

12.82
15.46
18.72
1.03
48.03
2.25
50.27

60,859.0

217.94 20.74

10.56

14.78

21.04

67.12

150.82

50.27

Based on the calculations above, it is estimated that the whole development will generate 217.94 Cubic Meters of
waste per week of which 67.12 Cubic Meters can be easily removed for recycling. Using a typical compaction ratio
of 3:1, a total of 50.27 Cubic Meters of compacted waste will be collected weekly by bulk-lift vehicles and taken to
the landfill site.

Residential:
General Waste:
There are 270 units in the new Tower Building of this development. According to Region guidelines, the new Tower
Building will require five 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) garbage container bins for this estimated volume and this
will require approximately 35 Square Meters of space to hold the compactor (10 Square Meters), and five 2.3 Cubic
Meter (3 Cubic Yard) garbage container bins (5 Square Meters per bin = 25 Square Meters) as per Region
guidelines. On Collection Days, the 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) garbage container bins will be brought out from
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the Residential Garbage and Recycling Room in the new Tower Building by Property Management staff using an
electric bin tugger to the bin staging area adjacent to the new Designated Collection Point. The new Designated
Collection Point is located on the south side of the new Tower Building and the garbage container bins will be
collected and emptied by a front-loading bulk-lift vehicle belonging to the Region of Peel.

There are 185 units in the existing building known as 600 Lolita Gardens. On Collection Days, the 2.3 Cubic Meter
(3 Cubic Yard) garbage container bins will be brought out from the existing Residential Garbage and Recycling
Room by Property Management staff and towed over using a small tractor-type unit to the bin staging area adjacent
to the new Designated Collection Point in the new Tower Building. A new tractor storage space will be provided
on the P-1 floor level in the new Tower building. The new Designated Collection Point is located on the south
side of the new Tower Building and the garbage container bins will be collected and emptied by a front-loading
bulk-lift vehicle belonging to the Region of Peel. A

There are 223 units in other existing building of this development known as 620 Lolita Gardens. No changes to the
waste handling program are planned for this building. On Collection Days, the 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard)
garbage container bins will be brought out from the existing Residential Garbage and Recycling Room by Property
Management staff and taken over to the bin staging area adjacent to the existing Designated Collection Point. The
existing Designated Collection Point will be maintained and is located on the north side of the existing building. The
garbage container bins will be collected and emptied by a front-loading bulk-lift vehicle belonging to the Region of
Peel.

Recycling:
The recyclable materials from the development will be stored loose in 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) recycling
container bins. The Region of Peel has now acquired technology in their sorting system so that the cardboard and
paper fiber streams can be commingled with the metal, glass and plastic waste streams. The Region of Peel no
longer requires the residents to sort their recycling materials before they deposit them in the recycling Chutes.

Five recycling container bins will be required for the new Tower Building to store the cardboard and paper and the
cans, glass, and plastic. The recycling container bin space allocation will be added to that of the garbage spatial
requirements for the building. This will create a total space requirement for the combination Residential Garbage
and Recycling Room of 80 Square Meters for the new Tower Building. There has been 91 Square Meters of space
allocated to the Residential Garbage and Recycling Room in the new Tower Building which meets and exceeds
the spatial requirement from the Region for a new building of this size. On Collection Days, the 2.3 Cubic Meter
(3 Cubic Yard) recycling container bins will be brought out from the Residential Garbage and Recycling Room by
Property Management staff using an electric bin tugger to the bin staging area adjacent to the new Designated
Collection Point. The new Designated Collection Point is located on the south side of the new Tower Building and
the recycling container bins will be collected and emptied by a front-loading bulk-lift vehicle belonging to the Region
of Peel.
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On Collection Days, the 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) recycling container bins from the existing 600 Lolita
Gardens Building will be brought from the existing Residential Garbage and Recycling Room by Property
Management staff and towed over using a small tractor-type unit to the bin staging area adjacent to the new
Designated Collection Point in the new Tower Building. The new Designated Collection Point is located on the
south side of the new Tower Building and the recycling container bins will be collected and emptied by a frontloading bulk-lift vehicle belonging to the Region of Peel.

On Collection Days, the 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) recycling container bins from the existing 620 Lolita
Gardens Building will be brought up from the existing Residential Garbage and Recycling Room by Property
Management staff and taken out using an electric bin tugger to the bin staging area adjacent to the existing
Designated Collection Point. The existing Designated Collection Point is located on the north side of the existing
building and the recycling container bins will be collected and emptied by a front-loading bulk-lift vehicle belonging
to the Region of Peel.

Organics:
We have estimated that three 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) organic recycling container bins may be required for
the new Tower Building to store the organic materials. The is currently no organic collection program in the Region
of Peel for multi-unit building such as is planned for this development. There is a provincial regulation (through
the Food and Organic Waste Framework) that will be mandating organic waste collection, however it will likely
be the property owner’s responsibility to facilitate such collection. As such we have planned for organic bin spaces
within the Residential Garbage and Recycling Room. The organic and recycling container bin space allocation will
be added to that of the garbage spatial requirements for that building. This will create a total minimum space
requirement for the combination Residential Garbage and Recycling Room of 85 Square Meters in the new Tower
Building. There has been 91 Square Meters of space allocated to the Residential Garbage and Recycling Room
in the new Tower Building which meets and exceeds the spatial requirement from the Region for a new building of
this size. The third-choice selection capability of the tri-sorter materials diversion system will not be activated until
an organics collection program has been developed. Once an organic collection program is developed by the
Region of Peel, the Property Management Company will modify the waste handling program to comply with the
new organic collection program.

There is currently no organic collection program in the Region of Peel for multi-unit existing buildings such as in
this development.

Once an organic collection program is developed by the Region of Peel, the Property

Management Company will modify the waste handling program to comply with the new organic collection program.

Bulky Goods:
A 14 Square Meter room has been provided in the new Tower Building for the storage of large Bulky Goods items
that are discarded by the residents. Access to this new room for the residents will be from a corridor next to and
behind the elevator core. The Property Management Company will remove the materials from this room and make
June 30, 2020
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arrangements with the Region of Peel for the collection of these materials on an as-needed basis.

The Bulky Goods from the existing 600 Lolita Gardens Building will be collected by Property Management staff as
needed and brought over to the new Designated Collection Point in the new Tower Building and removed along
with the Bulky Goods materials from the new Tower Building. There is no change to the collection and removal of
the Bulky Goods from the existing 620 Lolita Gardens Building.

Commercial/Retail:
There is no commercial component in this development.

WASTE HANDLING SYSTEM
A. General Waste
Residential
All garbage waste will be deposited by the new Tower Building residents into the chute conveniently located to
them in their building, accessible from their floor via a small vestibule. In the new Tower Building, the single chute
system will be used for all garbage, commingled recycling materials and for the future collection of organic
materials. The chute system is connected to a tri-sorter materials diverter with a compactor for garbage only
terminating in a room that is located on the Ground floor level of the new Tower Building. The residents will use
the control panel to determine the type of material to be deposited and to make the selection on the control panel
for garbage materials. Once the selection has been made, the garbage waste drops into a compactor and will be
compacted into 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) containers. The third material selection capability of the materials
diverter on the single chute system will be used in conjunction with the Region’s future collection program of organic
materials for multiple unit dwellings.

Approximately once or twice per day the 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) garbage container bins in the common
Residential Garbage and Recycling Room in the new Tower Building may be full. Property Management staff
personnel will detach the full garbage container bin, move it aside, and replace it with an empty garbage container
bin. Five 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) garbage container bins for the new Tower Building will be made available
for the collection of residential building waste for the estimated volume as per Region of Peel Guidelines. Twice a
week the 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) garbage container bins will be brought out from the Residential Garbage
and Recycling Room located on the Ground Floor level by Property Management staff to the bin staging area
adjacent to the new Designated Collection Point located at the south side of the new Tower Building. The bins will
be emptied by a Region of Peel front-loading bulk-lift vehicle. Once the 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) garbage
container bins have been emptied, the container bins will be returned to the common Residential Garbage and
Recycling Room in the new Tower Building by Property Management staff personnel. The new Designated
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Collection Point satisfies all of the requirements of the Region of Peel and will be able to hold all of the 2.3 Cubic
Meter (3 Cubic Yard) garbage container bins or all of the 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) recycling container bins
on Collection Day until they have been emptied by vehicles belonging to the Region of Peel.

On Collection Days, the 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) garbage container bins will be brought out from the existing
Residential Garbage and Recycling Room in the existing 600 Lolita Gardens Building by Property Management
staff and towed over using a small tractor-type unit to the bin staging area adjacent to the new Designated Collection
Point located at the south side of the new tower Building. On Collection Days, the 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard)
garbage container bins will be brought from the existing Residential Garbage and Recycling Room in the 620 Lolita
Gardens Building by Property Management staff and taken out using an electric bin tugger to the bin staging area
adjacent to the existing Designated Collection Point located on the north side of the existing building. The bins will
be emptied by a Region of Peel front-loading bulk-lift vehicle.

Commercial:
There is no commercial component in this development.

B. Recyclable Materials
Residential
All residents will take their recyclable materials and deposit them into the single chute system conveniently located
to them in the new Tower Building that is accessible from their floor via a small vestibule. The residents will use the
control panel to determine the type of material to be deposited and to make the selection on the control panel for
recycling materials. The sorting of recyclable materials is no longer required. The recyclable materials will not be
compacted and will be collected in the 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) recycling container bins located on the
Ground Floor level of the new Tower Building.

Approximately once or twice per day the recycling container bins in the common Residential Garbage and Recycling
Room in the new Tower Building may be full. Property Management staff personnel will detach the full recycling
container bin, move it aside, and replace it with an empty recycling container bin. Six recycling container bins for
the new Tower Building will be made available for the collection of residential recyclable materials for the estimated
volume as per Region of Peel Guidelines. Once a week the recycling bins in the new Tower Building will be brought
out by Property Management staff from the Residential Garbage and Recycling Room in the new Tower Building
on the Ground Floor level to the bin staging area adjacent to the new Designated Collection Point located at the
south side of the new Tower Building. The 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) recycling bins will be collected and
emptied by a front-loading bulk-lift waste collection vehicle belonging to the Region of Peel.
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On Collection Days, the 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard) recycling container bins will be brought out from the existing
Residential Garbage and Recycling Room in the existing 600 Lolita Gardens Building by Property Management
staff and towed over using a small tractor-type unit to the bin staging area adjacent to the new Designated Collection
Point located at the south side of the new Tower Building. On Collection Days, the 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard)
recycling container bins will be brought out from the existing Residential Garbage and Recycling Room in the
existing 620 Lolita Gardens Building by Property Management staff using an electric bin tugger to the bin staging
area adjacent to the existing Designated Collection Point located on the north side of the existing building. The bins
will be collected and emptied by a Region of Peel front-loading bulk-lift vehicle.

The third selection capability of the tri-sorter diverter system in the new Tower Building will be used for the collection
of organic recycling materials once the program for organic recycling materials in multi-unit buildings comes on line.
The organic materials will be deposited in the same single chute in the same manner as garbage but will not be
compacted. The residents will use the control panel to determine the type of material to be deposited and to make
the selection on the control panel for organic materials. Once an organic collection program is developed by the
Region of Peel, the Property Management Company will modify the waste handling program to comply with the
new organic collection program.

There is currently no organic collection program in the Region of Peel for multi-unit existing buildings such as in
this development.

Once an organic collection program is developed by the Region of Peel, the Property

Management Company will modify the waste handling program to comply with the new organic collection program.

Commercial:
There is no commercial component in this development.

I.

Corrugated Cardboard

It is estimated that the residents of the new Tower Building will be able to separate 4.13 Cubic Meters of cardboard
for recycling each week. The cardboard will be deposited by the residents into the single garbage waste and
recycling chute system located in the new Tower Building. The cardboard will be stored loose in 2.3 Cubic Meter
(3 Cubic Yard) recycling container bins located in the Residential Garbage and Recycling Room of the new Tower
Building. Large pieces of cardboard may need to be handled separately at the discretion of Property Management
staff.

II.

Newsprint

Newspaper represents a high volume of readily retrievable recyclable waste generated by residential buildings.
It is estimated that 8.26 Cubic Meters of waste newsprint and paper products will be generated by the new
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Tower Building each week. The newsprint and paper will be deposited by the residents into the garbage waste
and recycling chute located in the new Tower building. The paper fiber will be stored loose in 2.3 Cubic Meter (3
Cubic Yard) recycling container bins in the common Residential Garbage and Recycling Room in the new Tower
Building.

III.

Glass, Plastics and Metals

The waste glass, plastic and metals will be deposited by residents into the single garbage waste and recycling
chute located in the new Tower Building. The materials will be stored loose in 2.3 Cubic Meter (3 Cubic Yard)
recycling container bins in the common Residential Garbage and Recycling Rooms in the new Tower Building. It
is estimated that the volume of these materials from the building will be 5.78 Cubic Meters per week.

IV.

Other Recyclable Materials

Other materials that may be readily separated from residential building waste include, white goods, bulk items and,
in the case of renovations and/or owner improvements, wood and drywall. Removal of these items may require
special arrangements with both the Property Management staff and with the Region of Peel

Wood and construction drywall have both been banned from landfill sites and must be handled separately from the
regular waste stream. Large volumes of these materials are not expected to be generated in this complex, however,
in the case of any major renovations; the construction drywall should be handled separately and collected by a
recycler or by the construction contractor.

VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS
It is worth noting the general requirements listed below for typical current Municipal vehicle use, as this is a
designated residential redevelopment and will utilize the waste and recycling collection services of the Region of
Peel to pick up all of the garbage waste and recyclable materials from the new Tower building and from the two
existing buildings in this redevelopment.
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Residential Region Vehicle Collection Requirements
•

Region trucks will perform no more than a three-point turn with a minimum Centre-line turning radii of 13m

•

Region trucks must enter and exit the street in a forward motion

•

Garbage container bins must be in placed in an area where the bins can be easily collected and easily moved
aside after dumping

•

A paved or level Designated Collection Point loading area with minimal dimensions of 13 m x 6 m with a 7.5 m
vertical clearance is required with a straight-in run to the space of 18 m.

LOADING BAY REQUIREMENTS
One new Designated Collection Point will be provided in the development for the new Tower Building and there is
one existing Designated Collection Point in the existing 620 Lolita Gardens Building. One Designated Collection
Point from the existing 600 Lolita Gardens Building will be removed as a result of the new Tower construction. A
transportation consultant has looked at the new Designated Collection Point and determined that the access and
the turning radiuses for waste collection trucks are acceptable.

We welcome comment on the findings herein and will work closely with the Hanseatic Holdings Limited,
Quadrangle Architects Limited, retained professionals, and the Region of Peel Public Works Division to ensure
that appropriate waste handling facilities are incorporated.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact the writer.
Sincerely,
CINI•LITTLE INTERNATIONAL, INC.

G. Ian Jameson B.Sc. F., A. Sc.T., FCSI(EM)
Senior Associate
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APPENDIX ONE: 600-620 Lolita Gardens Site Plan
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APPENDIX TWO: Ground Floor Level Plan
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APPENDIX THREE: Residential Bin and Garbage Room Size Calculation for new Tower Building
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